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OCT imaging System Custom-made Integration

Features:

■ Simply operation and easy to master
■ High-resolution imaging

Imaging resolution :low coherent light 10 um ; mode-locked laser 1 um.
■ Non-invasive imaging

No damage to biological tissue: transmitted power of OCT scanning light ;
Small light absorption of biological tissues small : wavelength from 600 nm to 1300 nm.

■ High imaging speed
Scanning speed and imaging speed programming , meet video speed 24 FPS easily, imaging results
visualization , the real-time detection.

■ High sensitivity
The detection sensitivity: incident light power , depth 2 ~ 3 mm ,and the resolution 4 ~ 10um.

Main applications：

1.In dermatology：

OCT images and measurement for healthy skin –combining with the technology of Doppler it can
obtain image of organization results and measure the blood flow velocity at the same time; OCT is used
for damage repair monitoring; OCT can also be applied to other detecting, such as active inflammations,
necrosis and hyperkeratosis and parakeratosis, the dermis hollow forming, etc ,which has great
advantage; Burn skin inspection – since there are various different optical heterosexual characteristics
between burn tissue and normal tissue , polarization sensitive of OCT system can detect the burn
degree of the tissue surface.

2.In soft tissue：

One of the most important applications of OCT technology is to detect early canceration of human
tissue. Differences of diseased tissue and normal tissue in optical properties, can be the basis of OCT
image diagnosis.

3.Lumen biopsy：

OCT combines with endoscope which can widen detection range to the body cavity of the respiratory
tract, the digestive tract, urinary system, cardiovascular system, etc., which realizes the high resolution
section imaging of living condition .
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4.Developmental biology:

OCT can be used to identify tissue form, track living development, living sub-cell imaging.

5.In the mouth cavity：

Fujimoto puts forward the concept of the Polarization Sensitive OCT In 1992。PS-OCT can measure
the birefringence of biological tissue with double refraction effect；PS-OCT is Particularly suitable for the
diagnosis of early enamel caries and periodontal disease.

6.Surgical operation navigation：

In brain and neurosurgery kind of minimally invasive or noninvasive surgery , with the help of OCT
the high resolution imaging for shallow subsurface living tissue or for deep internal tissue using a probe,
based on the real-time image navigation, implement operation orientation, guiding, monitoring the
operation.

7.Retinal imaging and analysis：OCT provides highly detailed images of the retina as well as the optic
nerve. These cross-sectional images are viewable in 2D and 3D, allowing for topographical mapping of
the eye including macular thickness. Various pathology can be detected using this non-contact
technology such as Glaucoma and Keratoconus. Detectable depth up 2 cm.

Besides , OCT is also widely used in the field of pharmaceutical industry, measurement, etc.

Customized OCT imaging system technical parameters:

Center Wavelength 1310nm or 1060nm

Bandwidth Typical value 100nm

Imaging Speed (A-scan/ line Rate)
20KHz—200KHz

Typical value100KHz

B-scanning frame frequency Customized

Axial (Depth) Resolution (air ) 5um—10 µm， determined by different laser

Axial (Depth) Resolution (Water) 4um-8um

Lateral Resolution Customized

Sensitivity >110dB @ air

Maximum Pixels Per A-Scan Customized ,adjustable

Max Field of View(L x W x D)
imaging according to user specified length of
3D fied . The bigger the field is, the slower
imaging speed will be .
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Imaging capability : (Tested samples: Orange)

Competitor OCT Oelabs OCT

The comparisons between above image show that Competitor’ products can't realize imaging of the

whole orange particle, which can't be seen the bottom edge of the orange particles and internal

hexagonal cell wall structure, but Oelabs OCT products can clearly display them . Our OCT images look

a little bit dark because without gray enhancement processing, which can be improved in the image

post-processing lately.

Above all, Our OCT products are far better than competitor OEM for imaging depth, resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio .

Software kit：

In Generally , competitor OCT imaging system software can't be changed of system parameters and can
only be used in inherent software frame；However Oelabs OCT software can completely custom-made
development, which is more targeted.
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